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ABSTRACT 

 
As Humans venture outward into the solar system, and continue facing crises at home on               

Earth, the need is growing for an omnipresent medical capability layer, acting as a unified               
holistic framework and service to enable any medical procedure, anytime, anywhere even when             
no trained personnel are available. Thus, we propose the AvatarMEDIC vision of a system to               
provide non-medical persons, medical experts, emergency responders, including astronauts, the          
ability to quickly respond to challenges in emergency and wilderness medicine scenarios,            
support medical triage protocols, provide basic and advanced cardiac life support training and             
interventions (BLS/ACLS), and aid in Search and Rescue (SAR) during disaster relief and war              
zones. AvatarMEDIC will have the ability to adapt to a variety of emergency scenarios and               
deployable locally, globally and beyond Earth’s orbit in Space and on planetary surfaces, such              
as, Moon and Mars. 
 

Leveraging the convergence of Artificial General Intelligence, 3D printing, Blockchain,          
Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality (AR/MR) haptics and robotics, along with novel            
applications of ultrasonic and laser technologies to create an integrated “holistic system” to             
address the myriad of challenges in the fields of emergency medicine, telemedicine, disaster             
relief, microgravity surgery, medical triage and remote search and rescues. A 21st Century new              
paradigm for augmenting and extending healthcare services and medical access into remote and             
first response settings. Impacting and saving lives for billions of people on Earth and in space. 
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This paper will focus on connecting the vision of the AvatarMEDIC paradigm to the              
current technology abilities and market-ready products to test and validate the needed            
components of the vision. Highlighting current Mixed Reality training software HoloTRIAGE           
for first response skills and testing underway in MMAARS (Mars-Moon Astronautics Academy            
& Research Science) analog astronaut simulations dubbed “Mars Medics”, and work underway            
in the ANA Avatar XPRIZE building telerobotic medical intervention systems with full            
bidirectional sensorium immersion. Then expanding into the vision of the full AvatarMEDIC            
system vision which will enable “Realtime, Remote, Medical Relief” throughout the solar            
system. 

 
Acronyms: MMAARS (Mars-Moon Astronautics Academy & Research Science), Augmented         
Reality and Mixed Reality (AR/MR), Basic Life Support BLS), Advanced Cardiac Life Support             
(ACLS), Search and Rescue (SAR). Lower Earth Orbit (LEO), Artificial General Intelligence            
(AGI), Analog Space Clinic (ASC), Standard Operational Procedure (SOP), Autonomous          
Emergency Medical Rescue Rover (AEMR), Medical Extra Vehicular Activity (MEVA),          
General Anesthesia (GA), Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG), Multi Mission RTG          
(MMRTG), Revolutions Per Minute (RPM), Simultaneous Linearization Mapping (SLAM),         
Semi-direct Visual Odometry (SVO), Fallen Person Dataset (FPD), Light Detection And           
Ranging (LIDAR), Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
 
INTRODUCTION  

Human exploration of the cosmos will require a new generation of robust,            
variable-gravity-tolerant medical procedures and technologies. Both preventative and trauma         
medicine will be required. Historically, trauma medicine for astronauts has been an            
under-explored area, with healthcare focusing on ensuring maximal wellness and mission           
operations emphasising risk mitigation to avoid dangerous situations. However, as exploration           
expands beyond Lower Earth Orbit (LEO), particularly in commercial enterprise, risky situations            
will become increasingly unavoidable. It is inevitable that these risks will mean that some              
percentage of astronauts will get injured on planetary surfaces and/or microgravity conditions.            
Thus, humans will need new mechanisms, technologies and integrated network systems to            
quickly identify injured persons, conduct medical triage and stabilization interventions in-site           
and implement immediate evacuation. AvatarMEDIC is an outcome of such integration of            
exponential technologies to overcome the life threatening medical scenarios. The team will            
provide increasing fidelity of care which is currently not available in remote, austere extreme              
environments on Earth or in Space. 
 
HUMAN FACTORS & AvatarMEDIC AS A COUNTERMEASURE FOR MEDICAL         
RISKS IN  FOR ASTRONAUTS IN I.C.E 
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In a highly dangerous and risky environment, where astronauts are faced with physical,             
psychological, physiological and environmental challenges (radiation, microgravity, vestibular        
issues, lack of concentration, lack of sleep, habitability issues) and psychological and            
interpersonal problems (monotony, boredom, emotional components, irritability, mood lability,         
feelings of discouragement), there is a need for a unified holistic framework providing the              
medical capability to address numerous challenges associated with austere and isolated           
environments of space and remote locations on Earth. Human factor is one of the biggest risk                
factors in space explorations and can contribute to the outcomes during the situations involving              
medical emergencies. Most common to the space operations neurobehavioral problems are           
depression, anxiety, and fatigue. Each of those problems can significantly impact cognition,            
emotional status, perception, behavior, and overall performance, increasing the possibility of a            
human error and risks associated with the human factor when dealing with medical emergencies.              
Even though the prediction and prevention of human-related errors are possible and must be              
implemented, the risk of accident or injury remains an immanent part of the spaceflight.              
According to NASA, the risk of illness or injury is to increase with exploration extending beyond                
low Earth orbit [1]. An estimated one medical emergency per 68 people a month [2], leads to                 
conclude, that for a crew consisting of six members, it is expected to have at least one serious                  
medical emergency, during a 900-day mission to Mars [3]. 
 

Due to time delays, instant communication with the remote medical team will be             
impossible. This scenario dictates the need for augmenting and extending the healthcare services             
that can be provided during the long-duration space flight. Knowing that even non-medically             
trained astronauts have access to such medical help will allow mitigating astronaut’s stress and              
anxiety levels. Omnipresent medical capabilities provided and implemented by systems like           
AvatarMEDIC will enable us to quickly respond to the medical emergencies and numerous             
challenges of space exploration and in places on Earth where access to medical help is limited or                 
not available. Even though the astronaut selection criteria include physical, mental health and             
personality evaluations, including high-stress level resistance, and multi-disciplinary knowledge,         
the duration of training and preparation of a person going to space might shorten due to the                 
growing commercial sector of space flight. The majority of current data comes from missions of               
short duration and so some of the long-term physiological effects of living in space are still                
unknown or hard to predict because of the extended duration.  

 
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), 3D printing, Blockchain, Augmented Reality and          

Mixed Reality (AR/MR) haptics and robotics, along with novel applications of ultrasonic and             
laser technologies to create an integrated “holistic system” will allow to adequately address             
on-board medical issues and equip the on-board facilities to be adequate for coping with any type                
of trauma or emergency as well as contain a huge variety of diagnostic and medical instruments                
to keep a crew healthy over a long period, as these will be the only facilities available onboard a                   
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spacecraft for coping not only with trauma but also with the adaptive responses of the human                
body in space. A novel “holistic” approach, incorporating convergence of exponential           
technologies, and creating integrated systems for various emergency responses can serve as            
countermeasures to many psychological problems associated with crews and astronauts living in            
I.C.E in Space or on Earth. 

AvatarMEDIC Paradigm 

AvatarMEDIC, Inc. is a team of medical, telehealth pioneers, robotics          
experts, innovators and successful business executives focusing on        
technology integration and development for medical capabilities. The        
company is developing a teleconsultation "humanoid" robot that offers         
video calling and direct patient interaction using modular medical         
instruments. 

Telemedicine is the new normal, from remote expertise to night-shift tele-nocturnists, digital            
technology is enabling new cost-savings and revenue opportunities for hospitals while providing            
patients new options. However current telemedicine is limited to tele-consultation.          
AvatarMEDIC expands telemedicine to direct intervention, assessment and patient care.          
Realtime, Remote, Medical Relief. 

We are helping hospitals and clinics with staffing needs and lack of onsite medical expertise by                
teleporting providers in for the night shift, providing a platform for round-the-clock            
tele-consultation, as well as autonomous intake and tele-triage for the Emergency Room. The             
next phase of telemedicine, beyond consultation toward full remote care.  

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT: 
AvatarMEDIC has developed multiple proof of concept solutions and experiments to validate            
components of the vision.  
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HoloTRIAGE: training with Microsoft Hololens 2 (Spatial Computing technology)  

Fig 01 HoloTRIAGE virtual victims in real setting taken directly through Microsoft Hololens 2              
at the Microsoft Reactor in San Francisco, CA. Credit: AvatarMEDIC 
Developed on Microsoft Hololens 2, HoloTRIAGE provides a training simulation of first            
response triage and patient assessment. Blending virtual victims with realworld surroundings,           
HoloTRIAGE provides a way to train for locating, assessing severity of injury and treating              
victims. Additionally, this system validates that hands-on medical training can be digitized for             
use in space. Without the need for physical props, such as manikins, HoloTRIAGE is a               
space-friendly paradigm of enabling astronauts to train for medical emergencies. Moreover,           
because it is a mixed reality implementation the real world is not shut out, as in VR, rather users                   
must learn to navigate the real world as their virtual victims are placed within actual context. The                 
Hololens 2 enables robust placement of virtual victims, including the ability to ‘hide’ them              
behind furniture and in other rooms, simulating the realities of locating injured persons in real               
settings. 

Augmented First Responder (A1R) first response support for Magic Leap (Spatial           
Computing technology) 
Developed as a consortium effort in collaboration with Vrt-U for the NIST CHARIoT challenge,              
AvatarMEDIC led the design of the Augmented First Responder (A1R) project. This project was              
deployed onto Magic Leap One hardware and made it into phase three of the CHARIoT               
challenge. This system comprises a hologram interface for managing incident command           
consisting of a 3D map with novel layered graphical display of field data, such as temperature                
readings and unit locations. As well a Heads Up Display (HUD) was developed as a design for                 
ground elements of first response to find heading to locations in the world, get access to relevant                 
data and communicate with incident command. This HUD interface implemented eye-tracking to            
interact with the onscreen elements, testing whether hands-free interaction can help streamline            
operations. We intend to continue testing A1R and submitting the project for further funding and               
development. See figures 02 and 03 for images taken through the Magic Leap. 
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Fig 02 Heads Up Display of A1R showing simulated overlays of heat. Credit: A1R Consortium

 
Fig 03 Hologram incident command map. Credit: A1R Consortium 
 
THE SPACE CLINIC PARADIGM 
 
Whenever humans are “in-the-loop” or wherever humans venture, either in remote areas on             
Earth, extreme, austere environments in Space or future Settlers on a planetary surface, such as               
Moon or Mars, the necessity to provide medical care is without question, particularly in              
situations when astronauts are faced with life threatening injuries and require immediate medical             
or surgical interventions to sustain life. The Space Clinic paradigm (Fig 04) envisioned by Dr               
Susan Ip-Jewell, Founder of MMAARS, Inc (Mars-Moon Astronautics Academy and Research           
Science) has been researching, testing and developing the concept in in-person, full immersive             
analog astronautics missions for the past few years. In such a deployment, crews of              
multidisciplinary professionals are selected to join to live and work together in I.C.E for a               
specific length of time period varying from one to several months. Additionally, the integration              
of exponential technologies (VR/AR/AI, haptics) and validating of medical procedures, such as,            
telesthesia-telesurgery protocols and basic/advanced medical care procedures into the simulation          
training during active mission crew deployment is a potential model for astronauts to implement              
in Space and future missions to Moon and Mars. The vision for the Space Clinic model is to                  
create the solar-system wide medical clinic network that are interlinked and interconnected at             
various locations in Space and on planetary surfaces where advance systems and telerobotics             
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platforms, ie, AvatarMEDIC, can provide “real time, remote relief” and offer immediate medical             
care at the time of need and provision of life-saving interventions with direct access to specialize                
medical experts from any remote locations in the Solar System.  

   
 Fig 04:  Space Clinic Paradigm: A Solar-System Wide Medical Network. Credit: MMAARS 

 
ANALOG SPACE CLINIC (ASC) 

Early prototypes of MMAARS "Analog Space Clinic" (ASC) model have been integrated and              
tested in several analog astronaut missions at different fidelities, i.e., Utah and Mojave Desert,              
Nepal, Himalayas (deployed at 10,000ft, 15,000ft altitude). The ASC is a novel approach test,              
to validate and optimize the operational and architectural limitations and technical challenges            
facing crews living and working for specific durations in austere Isolated and Confined Extreme              
environments (I.C.E).  
  

 
Fig 05:  (i) MMAARS Mars Clinic Setup (left); (ii) MMAARS Crew 1126 (right) Credit: MMAARS   
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Fig 06:  MMAARS Analog Astronauts at high fidelity Medical Mission in Nepal, Himalayas. Credit: MMAARS 

 

TELEANESTHESIA-TELESURGERY SIMULATION TRAINING WITH ANALOG ASTRONAUTS      
MISSION IN ISOLATION AND CONFINEMENT ENVIRONMENTS (I.C.E) 

MMAARS has been pioneering and developing protocols in tele-anesthesia and           
telesurgery simulation training with analog astronauts during austere missions with crews           
deployed as full analog immersive missions to various fidelities. These protocols are modified             
from the current accepted "gold standard" of medical care for Earth but modified for Space and                
austere settings. The goal is to create a whole new set of Standard Operational Procedures (SOP)                
that will fit within the paradigm of Space, microgravity and in off-wotld planetary surfaces under               
varying conditions. Over the past years, MMAARS have developed and validated new            
innovation integrating exponential technologies,i.e, VR/AR and telementoring and recent         
integration of AvatarMedic’s “humanoid telerobotic doctor” into the mission training via           
telemedicine platforms. The first study was conducted in 2014 with Crew134 in collaboration             
with the remote international medical teams from Antarctica, Europe and USA, and was done via               
the skype communication network with backup pre-recorded video instructions of the protocols            
acting as “on-site” medical expert. Trainees were given pre-sim familiarization sessions to            
review the protocols and procedures and a review session before starting the training. The studies               
assessed the use of an emergency training procedure using a computer tool to assist previously               
untrained and non-medically trained crew personnel to perform general anesthesia (GA)           
procedure on a simulated de-conditioned "virtual" astronaut software and hands-on practical           
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skills on an educational "training" manikin. In this scenario, a high-fidelity human patient             
simulator software (MUSE) was used to assess the occurrence of severe complications during the              
anesthesia. The selected scenario(s) corresponds to pre-selected life-threatening medical         
conditions that have high probability of occurrence in Space and extreme environments requiring             
urgent surgical management intervention. (See Setup in Fig. 07) 

   

Fig 07: Telementoring non-medical Analog Astronauts based at an Analog Station in Utah Desert and telementoring by the 
medical team based at ESA’s Concordia Station, Antarctica. Credit MMAARS 

 

TESTING TELEOPERATION OF ROBOTIC ARM IN I.C.E  

The recent successful MMAARS Analog Astronaut Crew 1126 mission deployed at MMAARS Analog             
Basecamp/Settlement Mojave Desert, tested the first remotely controlled robotic arm (Haddington           
Robotic) during a tele-anesthesia simulation training. The robotic arm interacted with the onsite analog              
astronauts and was controlled remotely by the operator situated over 100 miles away from the basecamp.                
The simulation took place inside the ASC which was integrated into the architecture design of the                
MMAARS habitat/ settlement. 

 

 
 

Fig 08 Teleoperation of robotic arm to hand 3D printed medical tools to onsite medical team. Images credit:                  
AvatarMEDIC & MMAARS 
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VISION 
Monitoring the location of astronauts across all terrain will be accomplished with various              

means, from sensors, mesh networks, satellites and long duration drones and blimps. Yet the              
AvatarMEDIC system will also need to support search and rescue missions where the location of               
an injured person is unknown. An integrated SAR approach is needed to include space assets,               
such as, deploying cubesats, satellite imaging, and drones. 

 
Fig 09 AvatarMEDIC integrated medical support pyramid. Credit: AvatarMEDIC 
 
Examples of integrating various platforms: 

- MEDInaut - flying first response drone 
- AvatarMEDIC "humanoid doctor surrogate" 
- Autonomous Emergency Medical Rescue Rover (AEMR) 

 
Fig 10: AvatarMEDIC in a clinical setting. Credit: AvatarMEDIC 
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Fig 11: MEDInaut supporting analog astronaut during a SAR MEVA. Credit: MMAARS

 
Fig 12: MEDInaut "flying de Vinci" telesurgical robotic drone integrating realtime telemedicine, XR/AI. Credit: 

AvatarMEDIC 

 
Fig 13: Integration of network of medical services drone operators to support astronauts, crews teams and 

AvatarMEDIC in I.C.E and disasters. Credit: AvatarMEDIC, Boston Dynamics, Urban Aeronautics 
 

 

MEDInaut Overview  

Deploying the first response component of the AvatarMEDIC system has tiered response             
times utilizing different platforms. MEDInaut is the primary ‘tip of the spear’ for responding to               
trauma incidents in the field due to the speed and form factor is it designed to arrive on scene                   
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first to assess and stabilize the injured person as best as possible. It is capable of establishing                 
Airway, delivering artificial rescue breathing, performing CPR with onboard AED and           
controlling minor bleeding via pressure to massive hemorrhage with laparoscopic suturing           
elements in its end effectors. MEDInaut is intended as a catch all term for any number of rapid                  
response drones configured for use in various atmospheric and gravity conditions. The core             
principle and flowchart remains the same regardless of microgravity, asteroid surface, or            
planetary surface. In Fig 14 see the diagram of the high level interactions present for a trauma                 
emergency intervention and the platforms involved.  
 

 
                      Fig 14:  Schematic overview of  the MediNAUT EVAC decision-tree. Credit: AvatarMEDIC 
 
 

MEDINAUT POSSIBLE FLIGHT TECHNOLOGIES 
The emergence of needing drones to carry out all sorts of tasks on other planets is here.                  

The Medinaut drone can be responsible for some of the astronaut-health related duties. Below              
are some methods that could potentially power drones to fly on the planets & asteroids that are of                  
human colonization interest. With insight from NASA’s Ingenuity helicopter taking the first            
powered flight on another planet, the team can learn regarding the classical rotor drones              
maneuverability in relatively thin atmospheres upon achieving a high rpm.  
 

NASA has engaged Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) and Multi-Mission          
RTGs (MMRTGs) to power multiple historically significant planetary and interplanetary          
spacecraft for over five decades. The success of these missions have proved RTG’s to be               
extraordinarily reliable, carrying out long-lasting missions with no physical maintenance          
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required. In an effort to make RTG’s even more powerful and useful, NASA is actively               
developing Enhanced MMRTG’s (eMMRTG) that will implement the “most current          
thermoelectric technology” [4] to provide “significant increases in power” [5], which is intended             
to charge the Medinaut in its downtime. The team also intends on using Hall thrusters when the                 
technology is feasible as “...planetary research has shown that zinc and magnesium can be found               
in high concentrations throughout the solar system...” so Hall Effect thrusters “...running off one              
of these propellants could potentially refuel itself during a mission by harvesting these sources              
from Martian soil or asteroid regolith...” [6]. To sum-up, Medinaut’s current design and             
technology will be immensely influenced by Ingenuity and Dragonfly missions and the            
challenges and solutions they uncover.  
 
From energizing colonies to drone fuel on different planets, energy requirements are huge for              
sustenance. Huge energy will be necessary as humankind starts expanding their permanent            
presence to outer space. Increasing distance from the Sun, solar emanation reduces. So             
sometimes we need external energy sources apart from solar energy. Here Thorium [7] can be an                
efficient energy source to energize drones. Lithium - ion batteries are always the best option for a                 
solar panel system.  
 

An autonomous navigation and real-time self-localization system is intended to be used            
by the Medinaut. Simultaneous Linearization and Mapping (SLAM) [8] algorithms and           
semi-direct visual odometry (SVO) [9] are to be used to allow the drone to accurately estimate its                 
location and safely avoid obstacles. Additionally, the system can use efficient landing            
mechanisms using LIDAR [10] to precisely land at the required sight. The goal then is to find the                  
location of injured people, triage and stabilize them and evacuate them. To distinguish between              
the resting position and a real fall scene of people the team will use the Fallen Person Dataset                  
(FPDS) [11] to train the system with 2062 images and 1072 falls. The overall approach is then                 
divided in two stages - i) Person detection and ii) Fall classification. For person detection deep                
learning based computer vision techniques are used [12]. Furthermore, fall classification is done             
by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13] classifier. Therefore, AvatarMEDIC will be initially             
trained with the existing dataset followed by real-time training to obtain the best results during a                
mission.  
 

FUTURE & NEXT STEPS 
 
The need to upgrade medical access on Earth is apparent. As well, Earth is situated in space.                 
Thus AvatarMEDIC, Inc. will continue developing products for terrestrial use while researching            
space-specific technologies and protocols. To this end, AvatarMEDIC is developing its prototype            
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humanoid robotic telehealth platform over the next six months to bring to market an MVP by the                 
end of 2021. A next proposed research activity is titled “Secure EMS-AR for First Responders”               
and will test the usage of a drone to locate the precise location of a simulated victim and route                   
heading coordinates to a first responder wearing an AR HUD. Upon arrival at the scene the first                 
responder will get a facial recognition of the victim which will link them to an Electronic                
Medical Record (EMR) where only relevant medical information is pulled out and forwarded to              
the responder. This paves the way for a practical demonstration of how the various individual               
components that AvatarMEDIC has been working on can come together in a field-ready and              
secure manner to provide frontline care with new abilities like having access to EMR. See Fig 15                 
for a high level diagram. 
 
The technology exists to bring online a new paradigm for moving hospital-level care out into               
remote and isolated environments. Rather than building conventional hospitals, we propose a            
network of capabilities that can deliver care where it is needed, anytime anywhere. With a view                
of the Solar System as our shared home, AvatarMEDIC is developing, testing and partnering to               
bring forth a reality where everyone has access to lifesaving trauma care no matter how isolated                
they are. Any medical procedure, anytime, anywhere.  

 
Fig 15. Secure EMS-AR for First Responders. Credit: AvatarMEDIC  
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